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Life’s easier when  
things just CLICK

LOGIC PLUS™

RAPID FIX
FAQ’s
In reference to videos of people 
easily pulling the cables out.

British Standard requirements are different for screwless terminals compared to screw 
terminals. There is a minimum pull out force that needs to be achieved and the Rapid Fix 
socket more than meets this minimum requirement. A gentle pull is all that's needed to 
reassure you of a good connection.

I don't trust that the cables  
will not pull out post install.

Use the strip length ruler to achieve the optimum copper exposure, and once installed if the 
cable remains in place after a gentle pull then you know you have a good connection. If the  
lever is engaged and the cables were not connected, they would come away from the socket  
with barely a touch. The spring loaded clamps ensure the correct clamping force is then 
maintained over the life of the product.

What guarantee does the  
product have?

The spring terminals continually adjust to any relaxing of the cable and guarantee  
the correct clamping force for 30 years.

Are these aimed at DIYers? Yes DIYers love them because of the simplicity, but the gain for electricians is not only an 
average 45% faster install time*, but reduced faults and loose cables and a 30 year fit 
and forget product. All thanks to the individual terminal outlets and the continually adjust 
clamping force.

Do they fit in a 25mm back box? Yes they fit in a 25mm back box similarly to a USB socket. A 35mm box would be better  
where possible.

What are the little holes for  
at the top of the product?

These are the test probe points. It means you can test them like an ordinary screwed socket.

It seems as though the L and N  
test points are the wrong way 
round?

The markings will ensure that there is minimal error.

Why is there a tunnelling feature  
at the entrance to the Earth 
terminal entry?

The product requires a more robust housing for the Earth terminal so this gives more support.

Why should I pay more? Up to 45% Faster to install*, reduced test failures, 30 years of continually adapting clamping force.

*In independent trial with Efixx


